CRAFTSMEN ASSURANCE

EXPERT MONITORING THAT DELIVERS PERFORMANCE & PEACE OF MIND
Technology is constantly evolving. The infrastructure you
stand up today will require routine refinement, maintenance,
and upgrades. Will your organization scramble for quick fixes
in the face of technical issues, or stay ahead of upgrades and
enhancements, making proactive improvements that ensure
ideal performance?
Allow us to recommend the latter strategy.

The Assurance Advantage
Craftsmen Assurance offers a trio of distinct
services, each dedicated to a critical aspect
of worry-free network performance.

1.

OPERATIONS
Remote fault detection, configuration
support, and performance monitoring
give you a straightforward view of network
health, and allow for a fast, informed
response to potentially disruptive issues.

2.

OPTIMIZATION
It starts with our Periodic Health Check to
determine your network’s “steady state.”
From there, we make quarterly evaluations
to improve ongoing performance and deal
with emergent issues.

3.

ADVANCED ENGINEERING SERVICES
Sometimes, you just need a pro on site,
in the right seat. Whether you need a
full-time engineer or someone to show up
weekly, twice-a-month, or monthly, we put
the most capable, qualified IT pro right
where you need them, when you need them.

Take a Common Sense Approach to
Network Monitoring & Management
Rest assured, knowing that you have a team of the world’s
finest network engineers dedicated to the optimal performance
of your network. That’s what Craftsmen Assurance is.
It means proactive performance management, monitoring,
and ongoing optimization delivered by top-level professionals.
Our expert engineers will analyze network data, spot trouble
early, and respond with perfectly crafted solutions.

Imagine having a team of the world’s
finest network engineers dedicated to
the optimal performance of your network.
That’s what Craftsmen Assurance is.

GET STARTED WITH
A SIMPLE CONSULTATION
It begins with a conversation. Get in touch with us today
so the NetCraftsmen team can assess your business goals,
your vision of your network at its most effective,
and your end-users at their most empowered.
Email: info@NetCraftsmen.com
Phone: 888-804-1717
To learn more, visit us at netcraftsmen.com.

About NetCraftsmen
Founded in 2001, NetCraftsmen is a consulting
company whose engineers are true Master Craftsmen,
world renowned for their expertise and experience.
NetCraftsmen clients Rest Assured knowing that a
team of industry leaders, visionaries, and innovators
are dedicated to ensuring that their IT network is
built and managed to meet and adapt to today’s
enterprise demands.
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